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Mayor Lehman advised that the City Council time to time has the opportunity to recognize citizens
who do extraordinary things in extraordinary circumstances.  Mayor Lehman introduced Isaac
Kapetaneas, that Isaac’s actions saved the life of his Mother and her unborn baby.

Mayor Lehman described Isaac’s actions that contributed to saving the lives of his Mother’s and her
unborn baby on November 16th, 2017.  He highlighted that that morning, six year old Isaac entered
his Mother’s room and found her having seizures, and that because of Isaac’s bravery and quick
thinking, he located his Mother’s phone and dialed 911 to call for help.  Mayor Lehman commented on
Isaac’s quick response and knowledge of the 911 service that had led to the Emergency Services
being able to attend quickly and take Isaac’s Mother to the hospital for the medical attention she
needed.

Mayor Lehman commented that Isaac is an extraordinary young man and to have the bravery and
quick and clear thinking was amazing and that he was a true hero.  Mayor Lehman presented Isaac
with a Certificate and an Award of Merit for his life saving actions.

Ms. Kapetaneas, Isaac’s Mother, thanked her son for the bravery he showed and noted that she
wouldn’t be here without him.
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RECOGNITION OF ISAAC KAPETANEAS FOR HIS ACTIONS ASSOCIATED IN SAVING THE LIFE OF HIS
MOTHER

Mayor Lehman advised that the City Council time to time has the opportunity to recognize citizens who do
extraordinary things in extraordinary circumstances. Mayor Lehman introduced Isaac Kapetaneas, that
Isaac’s actions saved the life of his Mother and her unborn baby.

Mayor Lehman described Isaac’s actions that contributed to saving the lives of his Mother’s and her unborn
baby on November 16th, 2017. He highlighted that that morning, six year old Isaac entered his Mother’s room
and found her having seizures, and that because of Isaac’s bravery and quick thinking, he located his Mother’s
phone and dialed 911 to call for help. Mayor Lehman commented on Isaac’s quick response and knowledge
of the 911 service that had led to the Emergency Services being able to attend quickly and take Isaac’s Mother
to the hospital for the medical attention she needed.

Mayor Lehman commented that Isaac is an extraordinary young man and to have the bravery and quick and
clear thinking was amazing and that he was a true hero. Mayor Lehman presented Isaac with a Certificate
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clear thinking was amazing and that he was a true hero. Mayor Lehman presented Isaac with a Certificate
and an Award of Merit for his life saving actions.

Ms. Kapetaneas, Isaac’s Mother, thanked her son for the bravery he showed and noted that she wouldn’t be
here without him.
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